ALEXANDRA SCHOOL
Minutes of the Full Governing Body Meeting
Wednesday 28th September 2017
At Alexandra School, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey
Governors Present
Rachel Carr (RC) Head Teacher
Louise Groves (LC) Chair
Nick ShippIn (NS) vice Chair
Pauline Sharratt (PS)
Jon Coello (JC)
Nicola Gava (NG)

Niamh McMahon (NM)
Jane Ramsey (JR)
Belinda Riley (BR)
Louise Robinson (LR)
Richard Williamson (RW)
In attendance
Clare Blake (Clerk)

Note: the meeting was part of a full governor day incorporating a tour of the school, classroom visits, SDP priorities
and establishing lines of enquiry

Minute

Action /
Decision

1. Welcome and Apologies for Absence
The Chair welcomed governors and there were no apologies for absence.
2. Non Governor Participants/Observers
Clare Blake, Clerk
3. Declarations of Business Interests in the meeting
LG declared that her husband held the position of Chair of Achieving for Children. No other interest
was declared in the agenda items.
The Clerk collected completed Declaration of Business Interest forms from LG/BR/JR/JC for the
year 2017/18.
ACTION: Clerk to remind RC/PS/NG/NM/RW/NS to complete forms and return

Clerk

4. Election of Chair and vice Chair
Louise Groves was voted as Chair and Nick Shippin was voted as vice Chair for 2017/18.

Voted

5.1 Agree open/closed meetings
Governors agreed that any observers could attend the meeting and would be required to be absent
for any issue deemed sensitive by the governing body.

Agreed

5.2 Terms of office
The Chair announced that there were no vacancies on the governing body and that there were no
imminent ends to governor terms. She added that a potential associate governor had approached
the school and she and RC would speak to her.
5.3 Training records and attendance
LR would attend Head Teacher Performance Training (AfC).
BR and NM said that they would schedule Getting to Grips with Governance (AfC).
The Chair stressed importance of training and added that it was a good opportunity to talk to
governors from other schools. She encouraged governors to share any feedback from other
governors. She added that RAISE online (analysis of school’s performance data) had changed to
ASP and that training was available on CPD.
Governors were reminded that they could book CPD courses with their AfC login and that GeL
(now NGA see Clerk’s email of 29.9.17 for details on how to sign up) online courses were also
available.
ACTION: Clerk to ensure that all training records, including NGA, can be accessed to
ensure that governor training is logged. Clerk to advise governors if evidence is required of
NGA completed courses
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5.4 Governor Recruitment Update
The Chair announced that Yasir Rafi had resigned as governor and that NM would move from
Associate Member to co-opted governor.
6. Minutes of Meeting 28.6.2017
There was one correction: (6civ) – trustees cannot be sued individually – should be amended to
‘individuals are individually liable’ Otherwise the minutes were approved as a correct record.

Appointment

Approved
subject to
one
correction

7.1 Matters Arising
Item 6bvi – Staff Survey
RC invited governors to attend the following meetings held each Wednesday, with staff, at the
school:
8.20am - business meeting
3.45pm - CPD learning meeting
All governors agreed that this would be a good opportunity to maintain a regular dialogue with staff
and to become more informed.
Item 11 @Alex
A governor requested a timetable of school events. RC said that all upcoming events were
advertised in @Alex.
ACTIONS: It was agreed that the Clerk would be sent @Alex and that LG would enquire if
governors without children at the school could receive @Alex via Parentmail

Clerk/LG

7.2 Action List
The Chair drew governor’s attention to the previously circulated Action List and reminded
governors that it would be circulated a month before each FGB so that governors could update any
actions and return to the Clerk for circulation ahead of each FGB meeting. The Chair stressed the
importance of completing the Action List as it would a) act as a call to action and b) allow more
efficient and productive meetings.
Item 6a Head Teacher’s Report and Outcomes
Produce a report on pupils who achieved 'working towards' in last year's outcomes, to demonstrate
what progress has been made, despite them not achieving the national expectations.
RC suggested, and LG/LR agreed that they would conduct a line of enquiry on this and write a
report on it.
Q Would the focus include advanced children? LG said that existing data allowed ‘greater
depth’ to be tracked. This particular focus would be on those below the ‘expected’ threshold.
Q How many children would the review cover? RC said 59 including SEN children but not those
with EHCPs.
ACTIONS: RC to forward Outcomes Report to Clerk for distribution to all governors in
advance of the next meeting.
LG/LR report back at next meeting (29.11.17)
Item 6bvi – Staff Survey
JC reported that he had received the results of both a formal and informal staff survey and said
that the formal survey had not received a large response and that the informal survey had provided
some useful insights. There was a discussion about the most opportune time to conduct future
staff surveys and it was agreed that the informal survey would take place in January and the formal
one at Easter. JC suggested that the survey should be up for longer to allow time for more staff to
respond, something that the current provider (Survey Monkey) did not allow.
ACTION: JC to investigate online survey providers, LG may be able to offer her individual
login.
RC said the previous school year had been difficult and that was reflected within the surveys. She
added that several issues that had arisen in the surveys had already been addressed eg no
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children in staff areas.
A governor said that the absolute figures should be interrogated to ensure the results did not
reflect the majority of staff.
Q How are staff currently shown recognition? RC said notable achievements were mentioned
in dispatches but wanted to avoid initiatives such as teacher of week as it might grow resentment.
A governor suggested staff nominate their peers via a pigeon-hole system.
There was a discussion about staff morale and several strategies were explored including:
 Perks at work where discounts are given at local establishments.
 RC said she would introduce “a token of appreciation” initiative, the reward being a day off
work.
 Staff member of the week – to be nominated by peers rather than selected by SLT.
 A staff awayday, incorporating training and development. Trustees to agree funding and
communication of the concept.
The Chair concluded that the staff survey was not negative but that steps could be taken to
improve staff morale. She added that she would continue with her termly letter to teachers.
PS suggested that a governor(s) attend the Wednesday meeting before the next staff survey went
out.
ACTIONS: JC to investigate “perks at work” concept for staff at the school
NS/LG/RC and Isabel Pennicott to discuss staff awayday
JC and RC to consider whether staff member of the week or similar would be an appropriate
reward mechanism.

JC
NS/LG/RC

Item 6c School Fund Proposal
HT said she would write to parents before October half term outlining the proposal.
Item 7h Scheme of Delegation
Lines of enquiry by subject/area were discussed and agreed among governors outside of the FGB.
Item 8d Safeguarding – Jigsaw
Governors agreed that the messaging around Jigsaw should be clear and not take on an
apologetic but positive tone to reassure parents.
ACTION: PS to send BR the letter she will send to parents regarding the Jigsaw meeting so
that BR can ensure the tone reflects the governing body’s intention
Item 9b SEND Information Report
The Chair outlined the importance of the policy. NM said she would edit the report and welcomed
governor’s input (there is a copy of the report on the school website). NM and RW would review it
for sign off at next FGB (29.11.17).
ACTION: All email comments/suggestions for SEND policy to NM
Item 9e E-safety
BR said she had reviewed all policies linked to safeguarding and found nothing to suggest they
needed to be amended and added she would continue to monitor them. BR questioned whether
the Safer Recruitment Policy needed to be updated (latest was 2015). The Chair added annual
safeguarding review to the scheme of delegation.
Q Does the school have an accessibility plan? RC said that in light of the recent extensive
building works, both the Emergency and Accessibility Plan were being reviewed and would be in
place by December 2017.
8. Policies for approval/review
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8.1 Sex Education Policy
It was agreed that Jigsaw would be adopted as the Sex Education Policy.
8.2 Teacher’s Pay Policy
JC said that he had reviewed it and there was a discussion regarding to whom the 2% pay
increase should be awarded. Governors approved a 2% pay award to all MPS but felt that it should
be extended to all staff at the school.
ACTION: RC and NS to investigate the implication of awarding a 2% pay increase among all
staff and to check with RBK HR.

Agreed

Approved
RC/NS

Global Data Protection was also mentioned as an implication of pay and HR discussions.
JC outlined some of the implications of GDP and said that Liz Annersly would attend a training
course to understand the implications of the new statutory requirements.
8.3 Governing Body Code of Practice
The Governing Body Code of Practice was approved subject to the addition of an actions box on
visit report form.
The Chair stressed the importance of school visits and producing a report on them (completing a
visits form). RC added that governor visits were embraced by staff and encouraged governors to
approach the school to arrange visits and interrogate lines of enquiry.

Approved

Chair encouraged governors to produce a brief report on their visit(s) and highlighted the existence
of the report back form.
ACTION: Clerk to remind governors to attach visit forms when sending updated actions list
(ongoing) and LG to add an actions box to the visits form.
The meeting adjourned for lunch at 12.15pm
The meeting resumed at 12.55pm
9.1 Head Teacher’s Report
RC clarified the performance data including national standards, the meaning of greater depth and
where the data referred to Alexandra vs. its own targets and Alexandra vs. national and Kingston
borough.
PS joined the meeting at 1.00pm
The following questions were asked of the previously circulated Head Teacher’s report:
Will the school be full on census day? RC/PS said they anticipated that it would be.
NM joined the meeting at 1.10pm
Where are the children who will fill the vacancies come from? RC said 100 children had
moved into borough over school holidays and added a large majority had no English and were new
to education – the Chair said that governors should be mindful of this when analysing performance
data.
How does the matching process work? The Chair said it relied on parental preference and
school’s admissions policies.
Who determines the number of spaces? RC it used to be 30 per class but because of ESTA it
had risen to 31.
How do you feel as a management team about non-English speaking children? RC said the
school had a good record of progressing children with no English as long as they did not have a
barrier to learning and added that sometimes barriers were not always easily identified with
children with no English. RC said the main challenge was children who have behavioural
difficulties. PS added that school conducts welcome interviews for new children to ensure they are
placed in a suitable class. PS added that behavioural problems among some of the new children,
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were concerning as it had meant classes were stressed and, in one case, an extra member of staff
had to be employed to accommodate one such child.
Can the school refuse a child? RC said that the school was full as regards ESTA children.
Have you seen a greater identification of children with special needs? PS said yes
identification and an increase of children with ADHD and autism.
Do you think you have the right strategy in place to deal with these issues, could there be a
more holistic approach? PS said every child is an individual and the school had enrichment
afternoons for such children. RC added the school conducts a lot of intervention work and preteaching such as learning English and were constantly evolving their strategy. RC reminded
governors that there is no additional funding for children who don’t speak English. RC said the
main issue was disruption that happened rarely but when it did, intervention was needed.
Does the school track profit from, and what is the philosophy behind, charges for after
school clubs? RC said that there was a combination of school-run and external clubs all of which
made money.
ACTION: RC said she would clarify whether the figures represented just the rental income

RC

How many places are there for the after school club? HT said it was infinite.
What is the sentiment about retaining the existing school logo? There was a discussion about
whether the school logo should change and it was agreed that it should be retained as it still
reflected the school. RC said she would consider Y5 and Y6 pupils wearing a shirt and tie to
differentiate.

Agreed

RC distributed the Outcomes 2017 data summary and outlined the key characteristics of the
school including proportion of EAL, SEN, stability etc so that governors could put outcomes into
context. RC explained that governors should compare Alexandra to similar schools rather than
neighbouring schools. RC said that EYFS was very positive but warned that it would probably not
be as successful next year and that KS1 outcomes were significantly better than last year. RC
concluded that the priority for upcoming year was to improve pedagogy for children for greater
depth learning.
9.2 SIP Report
The Chair encouraged governors to read the report and said that a new SIP had started this term.
RC said she would meet with the SIP on 29.11.17 at 1pm. LG and LR said they would attend the
meeting and report back at the next FGB (29.11.17)
ACTION: LG and LR to report back on SIP meeting at FGB (29.11.17)

LG/LR

The meeting adjourned for governor activities at 13.35 pm

The meeting resumed at 2.35pm
10. School Development Plan
RC said she would continue to write the SDP, incorporating governor input and would circulate it in
advance of next FGB (29.11.17). RC said that the SDP would reflect the next three years of the
school’s strategy. LR said, given her experience of writing SDPs, she would assist in the writing
and formatting of the report. The Chair added that the SDP should reflect the school’s strategy
linked to the school budget.
ACTIONS: RC to circulate SDP before 29.11.17
All to report back on the school’s strapline: Together we nurture the genius in everyone

RC
All

11. Priorities and Plans for the Year
The Chair said that the plan and priorities were still valid.
ACTION: LG to send Priorities and Plans to Clerk for publication on the portal
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12. Keeping Children Safe in Education
All governors signed the DfE’s guidance on Keeping Children Safe in Education indicating that
they had read and understood their responsibilities.
ACTION: Clerk to scan and upload document to portal
13. Topics for @Alex
 Governors had worked on SDP that would focus on diversity and inclusiveness.
 Discussed staff recognition and how to reward them.
 Conducted a tour of the school and observed classes.
14. Visits
RC circulated a document on Ofsted’s key questions and said that governors should incorporate
these within their school visits.
15. Determine confidential items
none
16. Date and time of next meeting
Wednesday 29 November 2017: 7pm-9pm at Alexandra School
The meeting ended at 2.50pm
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